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In the book Principles of Marketing Philip Kotler et al. have developed a very interesting concept of creating benefits for products. Kotler suggested that if you view a product on three levels, it will help you take all the benefits that your product offers. This strategy has a variety of titles including Total Product Concept,
Advanced Product and Three Product Levels. The chart below shows the three levels that make up the overall concept of Product Level One is the most basic level and just looks at what people intended to buy and what benefits the manufacturer would like their product to offer to buyers. For example, the camera is
expected to be photographed, but there may be other benefits that the manufacturer wants the buyer to enjoy, such as a wide lens, facial recognition and high-definition video. Therefore, before developing any product designers must list the main benefits the product needs to provide. The second level is to translate the
list of the main benefits of the product into a product that people will buy. There may be competitor products offering the same benefits, so the goal at this stage is to develop a product that will convince people to purchase your product. Kotler argues that this may include deciding on the level of quality, products and
services, styling, branding and packaging. For example, Apple's iPhone design allowed it to become the market leader in smartphones, so by September 2012 it was able to launch the iPhone 5, the 5th version of this product. There are other smartphones on the market, but Apple has managed to develop a product that
people pre-order and camp overnight outside Apple retail stores so that they may be the first to buy the product. The third level includes deciding on the additional intangible benefits that the product can offer. The competition at this level is based around after sales service, help lines, guarantees, free/cheap delivery and
so on. In other words, these are things that the product does not do, but customers may find them useful. Intangible benefits, such as product warranty, offer customers peace of mind and demonstrate that the manufacturer believes in the quality of its products. In fact, the ubiquitous use of some augmented benefits has
turned some of the benefits of Level 3 into customer expectations, for example, customers expect cars to have manufacturer guarantees. Consumers often think that a product is just a physical item that he or she buys. In order to actively explore the nature of the product further, let's look at it as three different products -
the CORE product, the ACTUAL product, and finally the AUGMENTED product. This concept is known as three levels of product. The three levels of the CORE product product is not a tangible physical product. You can't touch him. This is because the main product of BENEFIT which makes it valuable to you. So with
the example of the car, the advantage of convenience i.e. the ease with which you can go where you like when you want. Another major advantage is speed speed You can travel relatively quickly. Actual product is a tangible, physical product. You can get some benefit from it. Again with the car, this is the vehicle you
test drive, buy and then assemble. You can touch her. The actual product is something that the average person would think about under the common banner of the product. The AUGMENTED product is a non-phase product. It usually consists of a large amount of added value for which you may or may not be free to pay
a premium. Therefore, when you buy a car, part of the extended product will be a warranty, customer service support offered by the car manufacturer and any post-sale service. An augmented product is an important way to tailor a core or actual product to the needs of an individual customer. Features of augmented
products can be transformed into benefits for individuals. Products usually have a number of features, but only a small number of benefits for the actual consumer. Let's look at it differently if you buy a Nintendo console it has a lot of features; For example, you can play games alone or you can play against another
opponent or two or three opponents. You can also have access to the Internet. Avatars adapt so you can create yourself and your friends. All these examples of features for the consumer. However the consumer can buy it because he or she wants to stay in shape and will use the software and peripherals to become
healthier. Becoming healthy is an advantage for the consumer. A consistent marketer will seek to discover the consumer's preference for benefits and will match the individual characteristics of the preference. That's why professional sellers, for example, often ask a lot of questions, while a novice seller will simply tell you
the specifics of the product. New Product Development (NPD) New Product Development (NPD) will take into account consumer preference for advantages over features by considering research in their need. NPD strives to meet and anticipate needs. NPD delivers products that offer benefits based on, actual and
extended levels. NPD can offer a replacement product for the current line, it can add products to the current line, it can discover new product lines and sometimes delivers very innovative products that the world may not have seen before. New products are launched for a variety of reasons. As we know from our previous
lesson on the business environment, legislation, i.e. changes in legislation, can mean that companies must develop and develop new products. An example of this is when we went from digital and DVD registrars. Therefore, products need to be modified to change target markets. Sometimes the company will need to
increase the volumes that the plant supplies, as it may not be working at full capacity. An example of this would be a canned canned food producer that has a plant that can run 24/7, designing different soup derivatives in order to lower the unit cost of production. Thus, product lines are expanded, in this case the reason
is to facilitate operational efficiency. Intense competitive competition in the market will also lead to the need for NPD. Just think about your smartphone and how quickly these products go through their product lifecycle, throughout the customer's life cycle. A change in any element of the marketing mix will affect the NPD,
for example, there is a movement to shop online, and some products need to be distributed through online stores, and the product is adapted to make it compact and easy to deliver. NPD can be caused by many influences from changing consumer tastes to the need to adapt products and services to the local or
international market. Another marketing tool for evaluating PRODUCT is product lifecycle (PLC). Also see the Customer Life Cycle (CLC). The main product is the promotion of the company or the service purchased by the consumer. Basic products can be integrated into end products, either by the company producing
the main product or by other companies to which the main product is sold. The Three Levels product concept of the main product comes from Philip Kotler, in his 1967 book - Marketing Management: Analysis, Planning and Control. It forms the first level of the Three Levels of Product concept. Kotler suggested that the
products could be divided into three levels: the main product, the actual product and the extended product. The main product is defined as the advantage that the product brings to the customer. The actual product belongs to the material object and relates to physical quality and design. The enlarged product consists of
measures taken to help the consumer use the actual product. Using a mixture of three levels of product in research and development, business firms can better understand their customers, better position themselves in the market and create a more successful product. The New Product Development Process (NPD),
often referred to as the Stage-Gate Innovation Process, was developed by Dr. Robert G. Cooper as a result of a comprehensive study of the reasons why products succeed or fail. The process initially focuses on generating ideas that defines the main product. If the main product is innovative and meets market demand,
it can lead to successful actual products. Marketing Strategy Product Matters One Marketing Strategy highlights the product's challenges. In a competitive market, product-based success requires customers to gain significant value from the core product. Product marketing is the process of promoting and selling a
product to an audience. It also includes the definition of product line coverage, identifying potential markets for the product, and determining optimal pricing. Product marketers also act as a bridge bridge Sales, marketing and product reporting on the market reaction to product launches and updates to refine messages
and features. As mentioned, the core product directly affects the level of customer interest. Customer satisfaction Company usually conducts research and development (NIOC) before creating a new product. To meet the needs of customers, the main product is an important element that attracts people to buy the firm's
product. An international marketing study conducted by the University of Southern California found that customers and professionals typically emphasize service characteristics such as heterogeneous products (changes in standards among suppliers, often even among different locations of the same firm) and
inseparability from consumption. This can show how important the core product is for the firm to meet customer expectations. And this should only be done by introducing money to make the RDR Competition competition between businesses focused mainly on the distinctiveness of the extended product and the core
product, according to Kotler. It's about consumers' perception of buying a product and less about the cost. He states: Competition is not so much defined by what companies produce, but by what they add to their products in the form of packaging, services, advertising, consultation, delivery arrangements (financing) and
other things that can be for consumers To defeat competitors, suppliers focus on factors to which consumers add value, such as packaging, advertising, service and payment terms. The element of surprise is key. Examples of core information technology products are usually the first products that the company has
created and supported itself since its founding, like BASIC for Microsoft, Apple II computer for Apple, Inc. and Google Search platform. Therefore, the emphasis is on the profitability of basic products when working on other products, hoping that they will become a competence. Basic products tend to make a big profit.
Examples of the main products of well-known IT companies include: Microsoft - Windows Google Inc. - Google Search, Android Apple Inc. - OS X, iOS The above basic products are then manufactured as an actual product. Examples of how the core product and the actual product are used together include: Google Inc. -
Android and Samsung Galaxy Apple Inc. - OS X and MacBook, iOS and iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch Airlines airlines provide both in-flight and ground services. These services are known as the actual product. However, the most important service of airlines is to transport people and their luggage to their destination. This
service is a staple. Examples of low-cost airlines include EasyJet and Ryanair. Their main product is cheap air travel, while The product is the airline's own journey. However, due to low costs, the budget in-flight food is an increased product. The fragrance of the bottle's real fragrance bottle is its bottle, chemical
ingredients and color flavor. However, customers are not attracted to these actual products (except the bottle). Each fragrance ignores the ingredients of the product that do not have a moment for customers. They focus on the main product of the fragrance and advertise it to appeal to customers. Inquiries: b Kaplan
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